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This week

Democratic Erosion



Odebrecht scandal; pretrial 
detention

Odebrecht scandal, money 
laundering; jail

Odebrecht scandal; suicide

Odebrecht scandal; fighting 
extradition from US

Interim president…

Human rights abuses, money 
laundering, bribes, phone-

tapping; in jail



Impeached!

Resigned after five 
days!

Interim president



Any good corruption 
stories from last week?



Making predictions is hard



Whoops

October 2019: Peruvian President dissolves 
Congress, uses police



Is this legal?

Technically yes: Peruvian constitution 
says after two votes of no confidence

Did this happen?

President claims yes; 
opposition claims no





Intense power struggle between Vizcarra (right) 
and Keiko Fujimori’s party (left)



2020 elections: major fractionalization, big loss 
for Keiko’s party



2021 presidential elections

https://americasquarterly.org/article/aq-podcast-perus-risky-election/



An instructive case
What exactly is a democracy? How does 

one undermine it?

The role of the opposition in democratic 
erosion

What if the public is OK with erosion? And 
why would they be?



What is “democratic erosion/backsliding”?

“State-led debilitation or elimination of any of 
the political institutions that sustain an existing 

democracy.” (Bermeo, 2016)

Generally slow, deliberate, sequential

Involves a democratically-elected executive



Contrast with the democratic 
breakdowns of the 1970s

Non-elected actors (military)

Immediate, radical changes (closing 
Congress, banning parties, banning media, 

no elections, etc.)

Unambiguous undermining of 
democracy



What is “democratic erosion/backsliding”?

“State-led debilitation or elimination of any of 
the political institutions that sustain an existing 

democracy.” (Bermeo, 2016)

Much more ambiguous

Who is the state?

What institutions “sustain” a 
democracy?

Is there any room for change?



Full-on breakdowns are becoming less common 
(though remember predictions…)



Extremely blatant voter fraud (e.g., stuffing) also less common



 

A lot less of this (esp. in Latin America), and more erosion

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=61pgAIy_flU


Hussein campaign anthem

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=61pgAIy_flU


Why?

Might be that international norms, local democratic norms, make 
outright breakdown too costly



What does democratic erosion look like in Latin America?



Promissory coups instead of the conventional military coups 
of the Cold War

Ouster: the president is behaving like an autocrat, 
we have to kick them out to preserve democracy

Implicit or explicit promise to hold elections 
following ousting



1991 Haitian Coup of 
Aristide

“A correction of the democratic 
process”

Aristide brought back to power 
in 1994 after US intervention



2009 Honduran coup

Ouster: (left-wing) President Zelaya was 
attempting to circumvent the Constitution



Few promissory coups actually lead to real, 
competitive elections

In cases like Honduras, the opposition will 
often boycott the elections (giving ouster big 

victory)

But there’s a real dilemma here: what if 
President is undermining constitution? Should 

they be removed? By who?



The other big form of democratic backsliding is 
executive aggrandizement

Almost always involve popularly elected 
official with strong popular mandate

Slow weakening of checks on executive power



Rafael Correa, President of Ecuador 
2007 — 2017

Part of Pink-Tide, campaigned on 
“Citizen’s Revolution”

Averaged almost 56% across three 
Presidential elections



Called referendum on constituent assembly 
(i.e., body to draft new constitution)

82% (!!!) Of electorate supported assembly, 64% 
(!!!) endorsed new constitution in 2008

Redrawing of electoral seats, recentralization 
measures

His party wins 73% of seats (!!!), controls 2/3 
Congress, eliminates term limits



Bans bank/bank shareholder ownership of 
media companies

Journalists liable if they disseminate false or 
“opportune” information

Can dissolve any citizens’ organization if 
divorced from original purpose or harmful to 

state security

Also a dilemma: what if these things are 
reasonable on their own?



Other executive aggrandizement moves much 
less ambiguous



One of the difficult aspects of executive 
aggrandizement is that very often through 

legal channels

Constituent assemblies

Public referendum

So who’s to say that democratic erosion is 
taking place? What if this is just “the will of the 

people”?



One idea: executive benefits from said policy 
change

Challenge you to find a major institutional 
change where the case can’t be made (e.g., the 

filibuster)!



How to distinguish between rules and norms?



Senators weren’t always elected in the US

17th Amendment pushed by Progressives who 
were frustrated by political machines



Another idea: makes opposition victory more 
difficult

Most electoral rule changes will have 
implications for who wins (e.g., DC statehood); 

also why is this relevant?



So then how do you know erosion when you 
see it?

Is any change to the rules (electoral, 
constitutional) inherently illegitimate?



Part of what’s so interesting about the 
democratic erosion debate in Latin America

Two views of democracy:

Direct democracy
Democracy is 

fundamentally about 
popular rule

Channels for popular 
input are critical

Representative democracy
Democracy is 

fundamentally about 
dispersing power

Checks and balances are 
critical



That thing about predictions…

Unhappy trade-off in Morales’ tenure: inclusion is 
increasing, but at the cost of checks on the executive







Working class, indigenous representation increases in 
government



Direct democracy was central to many of 
the Pink Tide, especially Morales

Broad policy changes (e.g., constitutional 
reform) via referendum and not through 

representative channels

Pitch: representative institutions there to 
prevent the changes MAS supporters want

Example: direct election of judges in 2011



“Hello, President”

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xZHxOiZWz1k


Svolik’s Polarization versus Democracy



Puzzle: why do voters who purportedly 
support democracy, also support 

candidates who erode?



Maybe our measures are bad

Maybe people don’t know what democracy is

Svolik argues would-be “eroders” exploit 
polarization, pitting democracy against partisan 

interests

If people feel strongly enough about certain issues, 
they are willing to forgo democracy to get them



In the Latin American context, this means:

Battle corruption

Substantial redistribution

More representation

VS.
The opposite, or none 

of these things

Chavez-figure The opposition/
traditional parties



This is by no means a trick or sleight of hand

Openly arguing that checks/balances are bad 
(protect interests of elite)



If polarization provides the opportunity, when 
might we expect to see most polarization?

Why can’t the opposition, or the traditional 
parties, deactivate these trade-offs?

Make the case that losing checks on executive 
will hurt citizens (e.g., the dictatorships)

Say “we will give you all those policies too 
and not erode checks on constitution”



Economic or political crises produce 
opportunity for polarization



Many feel they’re already losing in the status quo 
(basically content of this whole class!)



The opposition faces a credibility problem 
based on past performance



Abdala Bucaman  
(AKA: “the madman who loves”)



Bucaram campaign anthem

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BgaNqVDVG6E


Some of this might be that outsiders have more 
credibility than insiders for promoting big changes

But part of it is also a function of electoral coalitions

Traditional, opposition parties are supported by 
wealthier strata, who oppose these changes



So not just a “false-choice”: in some cases, 
voters do face choice between partisan interests 

and democracy 



Where is the opposition in all this?

New president, seems to be 
concentrating power

What can the opposition do to stop 
them?

And how the opposition’s actions 
shape trajectory of erosion?



Alvaro Uribe,  
President of Colombia 

Failed to extend term limits

Hugo Chavez,  
President of Venezuela 

Succeeded in extending term limits

Interesting to compare these two populists and 
their opposition (Gamboa, 2017)



In 2002, opposition tries to unite 
protesters, military in (failed) coup



Colossal backfire: boosted support for 
Chavez

Undermined opposition internationally

Provided opportunity for Chavez to 
purge opposition from key institutions

Used information from coup to purge 
200+ members of military, consolidate 

control



Support of military has been key for 
survival of Maduro





December, 2002, opposition calls for 
general strike (including oil industry)

Billions of dollars in lost revenue





Weakened support for opposition

More importantly: gave Chavez information + 
motive to fire 18k employees and replace them 

with loyalists

Critical: gives Chavez control over oil unions



In 2004, opposition tries a recall 
referendum

Chavez wins easily



Next opposition move is to boycott 
2005 parliamentary elections

Goal is to delegitimize Chavez, esp. 
abroad



Chavez’s coalition wins 100% of the 
seats (polls predicted opposition 

would take 30% of vote)

From there it was full speed ahead for 
Chavez

Between 2000 and 2005, avg bill ~ 217 
days

Between 2006 and 2010, avg bill ~ 37 
days



Takes control of Supreme Court, 
National Electoral Council

Changed National Assembly rules to 
prevent obstruction

2009 launches and succeeds in a 
referendum for no term limits



At the start, opposition in Venezuela opts for 
more direct confrontations with Chavez

These are gambles: at times it looks like Chavez 
might topple

But winning these challenges provides Chavez 
room + pretext to consolidate power

Oppositions might unwittingly empower autocrats



This just wasn’t the case in neighboring Colombia

Opposition used conventional legislative 
measures (i.e., procedural tactics) to derail/slow 

Uribe
Not always successful, but able to outlast him in 

the end



Do you think Americans do/could trade-off 
democracy for partisan interests in the same way?

Food for thought

What should an opposition do, if it finds itself in 
this kind of situation? 


